The Red Book Training is NACC’s signature training, designed to provide a comprehensive overview of child welfare law and practice as well as to assist attorneys in preparing for the Child Welfare Law Specialist (CWLS) certification exam. The training is based on the 3rd edition of *Child Welfare Law and Practice: Representing Children, Parents, and State Agencies in Abuse, Neglect, and Dependency Cases* — more commonly known as the Red Book.

In keeping with NACC’s mission to strengthen the delivery of legal services to children, youth, and families and to ensure high-quality legal representation, the Red Book Training is an indispensable asset to all attorneys aiming to improve their knowledge base and elevate their practice. The training covers the major dependency practice competency areas and also includes exam preparation strategies and tools.

The Red Book Training has been delivered across the country, including annually at NACC’s national conference, and is consistently praised for its comprehensive approach and exceptional delivery. As one recent attendee commented:

> I took your Red Book Training at Emory Law... I also took the certification exam with success and have been informed that I have met all requirements for CWLS certification. I attribute that success in part to the excellent presentation you made at the Emory Red Book Training. Although your class did not specifically identify test questions, you presented a very logical and succinct analysis of the most probative portions of the Red Book. I sincerely feel this helped me to focus my studies to the most pertinent portions of the Red Book in preparation for the exam.

— Judge Gregory Price, Floyd County Juvenile Court
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